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Bear the Shield of Elohim

A

s I, the Maha Chohan, part the veil between worlds so that you might
begin to see into the Realms of Perfection and draw them closer, won't
you meet those Realms with the desire of your Heart? For indeed that is
necessary for there to be Communion. As long as any lifestream that is
incarnate is content to live in the sameness of life, revolving over and over
all that has gone on before throughout their many incarnations, they will
remain mere mortals. Perhaps in one incarnation they will put on a particular
attitude or habit, letting it rest for another incarnation, and drawing it back
out again as though it were a new garment to satisfy the human creation and
the outer appetites of the human emotions and desires. On and on, blessed
ones, that karmic wheel will continue to spin round and round, and the
lifestream will stay bound for hundreds, if not thousands, of incarnations,
assuming the Lords of Karma and the Mighty I AM Presence agree that
another incarnation would be fruitful and would bring a closer attainment
to the return Home in the Heart of the Mighty I AM Presence.
That is the stark contrast, the inescapable choice that the incarnate Sons
and Daughters of God are faced with daily. “What is my will, my desiring
for life? Am I content with all that is familiar, or do I desire to draw forth
the Flame upon the Altar of my Heart and have it expand into my mind
with Illumination's Flame to draw me into the Mind of God? Do I desire
to have the Will of God in the Blue Flame transferring Power to stay the
fullness of my striving and Constancy in the Flame of God? And do I love
God sufficiently to want God more than any other part of life, putting God
before all other appetites of the flesh, the emotions, the intellect?”
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Those are questions you must answer before forging on. For indeed, if
you are to commune with the Mighty I AM Presence, there are requirements
in your outer life. You will not be able to continue to pour the pure Light of
the Mighty I AM Presence into unreality and impurity. For if you do, by the
governing action of the Holy Christ Presence, that overshadowing Presence
will recede back into the Fullness of the Mighty I AM Presence and leave
you to your own devices to let the world teach you the highs and the lows
of day-to-day life lived by the intellect, the human creation, the emotional
body, and the actions that you have already learned.
There is an alternative. You have heard it here from this Altar. We, the
Ascended Masters, have spoken it most clearly. But I rehearse this now for
those who may be new to considering what are the options for their lifestream.
What is it that you must do in order to bring about a return to Purity, to
the Perfection of God, to wearing the Mantle of your Holy Christ Presence
as exemplified by Jesus and so many others who have now ascended into the
Light and who are entirely and forever free of that burden of human creation?
What is it that you want? What is your desire? Certainly, I, in my
incarnations left the record of many stories that would exemplify those
momentous decisions that had to be made in order for the Victory to come
to the fore, and how when such decisions were not made by the Wisdom
of God, there was calamity, even loss of life. And how, when there was the
pure heart looking into the Heart Flame of one Ascended and staying the
course with that Flame, ultimately there was Victory. Even when life and
limb were lost, the ongoing records of Victory of that lifestream and many
others continue to stand, to bear witness that there is more to life than what
can be perceived by the intellect, by the human creation that is abounding
in the mass consciousness, that there is more to be felt than registers in the
outer emotional body. For the vastness of the seas of the Power of God can
be transferred into your keeping when there is Attainment to harness that
Power, govern it, and use it wisely. In all cases of true religion around the
world, there are many avenues of attainment offered as the means of putting
on these Garments of Attainment, or Enlightenment, as it might be referred
to. But you have come to know it as your Christhood.
At the upcoming Conference, when all will come together under the
canopy of the Twelve Mighty Elohim, they will release the Charge and the
Momentum of their Rays to establish a Shield for you to borrow, if you will,
until your own Mighty I AM Presence has fashioned your own Shield out of
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the Attainment and Mastery of your own lifestream. And you will be able to
bear it proudly, knowing that these Twelve Mighty Elohim have given you a
priceless gift, a Momentum that you may garner and use wisely.
But therein is the key: Wisdom's Ray. Will you have enough of Illumination's
Flame burning within your vehicles of consciousness so that Wisdom directs
and executes all avenues of this Momentum that is lent you by the Twelve
Mighty Elohim? You will need to learn the subtleties of their respective
Momentums. What is the intrinsic value of the Quality inherent within
each Ray and pure Momentum at the core of each, and how does that relate
to you? How are you to draw it forth and apply it in your day-to-day life? It
is not enough to merely know that it exists, to receive the gift and say thank
you and store it away upon the Altar and then go about your worldly affairs in
the ordinary course of action that you have already been about nigh too long.
The requirement for the wise use is that you study each Ray, the Momentum,
the Quality of God and bring it to the fore in your own life, in great and
small ways in your day-to-day experience, considering first and foremost
before your every action, every word, every thought: Is this how Apollo in
the Fullness of Illumination would address this circumstance? Is this how
Hercules would address this incredible adversity of life that I am now faced
with? Is this the Love that Heros and Amora would bring to the fore? And
on and on, through all of the Twelve Mighty Elohim.
When you get to the Pranic Breaths, formerly known as the Five Secret
Rays, you will begin to discover how absolutely necessary it is to make
room in your life for the Momentum of the Secret Ray Elohim to actually
touch your outer vehicles with their Charge of Light and Momentum. Yes,
blessed ones, it is most physical. You will feel within your physical body,
your emotional body, your mental body, and your memory body as well the
flow and Charge of the Liquid Light, realigning every vestige of your being
so that you stand in the Fullness of the Christic Fire, ready to transfer from
the Realm of Akasha the Momentum of Purity that you truly are at the core
of your being, transmuting, resurrecting all that is within you that is still
not reflecting that Purity, not establishing that Sacred Momentum of Light.
And once you have tasted, you have felt, you have become an activity of
any one of these Momentums and discovered for yourself the outer sign of
the experience that has occurred, you will truly believe, and then be about
the work of the Presence as quickly as the Law will allow, striving mightily
to avail yourself of every gift that has been given by the Elohim, by the
Chohans, by the Archangels. And you will not want to miss one Word, one
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Momentum of Light, one Dispensation, for you have truly seen and believed.
You will have felt and experienced the Light of God. And you will not forget.
You will rehearse over and over in your mind that experience and others that
will follow so that you will hold onto those Patterns of Purity and Divine
Presence of God that are the natural estate of who you are.
So from that point forward there is no looking back, no rehearsing of the
unreality that you once lived in. It is gone from the screen of life, for you have
transmuted it all; and in its place the Resurrection Flame has burned brightly
and sufficiently so that you can stand in the full Panoply of the Christos and
know the Flame of God and take your rightful scepter of Divine Authority
to be the Mighty I AM Presence in action.
That, blessed ones, is what the coming Conclave and Acropolis Sophia
is all about. That is why it is important for you to be in attendance. Oh, yes,
there are ongoing Conferences and Acropolises. We come regularly to this
Altar to teach and instruct. But Dispensations do not always come along.
Are you going to be present for this Dispensation where we will part the
veil of the maya and illusion that you have lived under far too long so that
you might embrace the Holy Communion within the Heart of your Mighty
I AM and ultimately within the Allness of God?
For wonder of wonders, when you are in the Heart of your Mighty I AM
Presence, you are in the Heart of the Allness of God Life, God Consciousness,
and God Momentum! And therefore you are on your way Home. But only if
you are able to maintain it. Not like so many who are untutored, untaught,
uneducated, undisciplined in Cosmic Law, who will have experiences and
as quickly as they leave this Altar return into their outer consciousness and
embrace their outer activities. They begin to lose the Charge of Light and
the memory of all that was so very wonderful in the experiences with God,
their Mighty I AM Presence, Ascended Masters, Archangels, and Elohim.
So you see, blessed ones, the recognition, the experience, and ultimately
the internalization is only the beginning. What then is required is to forge
on, to fully embrace the Truth of all that you have realized is the Reality of
your Divine Estate in God and how your heart relates to other hearts. How
is this incarnation to bring about Attainment and Mastery so that you might
graduate into the Octaves of Light in the Ascension and stand shoulder to
shoulder with certain Ascended and Cosmic Beings, performing the work
that is the desire of the Heart of your God Presence?
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Ultimately, blessed ones, your own Heart Flame is the very Heart Flame
of your Presence anchored within the Secret Chamber of your physical heart.
So in your many incarnations, if you are in tune with the Flame upon the
Altar of your Heart, you are marching toward your Destiny, the Destiny of
God; and thus you are at bliss when you touch that Destiny. Even in your dayto-day life the increments of Light begin to unveil that glorious opportunity.
This is why you have a certain love for areas of life that you have been
introduced to — apart and aside from the human appetites, which is another
matter entirely. And that Attunement, that Christ Discernment can only be
registered when the Flame upon the Altar of the Heart is engaged. If you
are working strictly from the intellect, the emotional body, the habits of
the appetites of the flesh, then you will not have the full recognition of the
Light at work. It will be as though you have been blindfolded, you are deaf,
immobile, locked in a box of your own making.
That is how limiting the outer vehicles would be, if not for the Flame
upon the Altar of the Heart. That is why it is important to recognize that
Flame, nourish that Flame, love that Flame; and then pattern your life after
the God Desires that are establishing the Vibration of the Christ Light, the
Presence of God, the beauties and joys of life that are naturally inherent
within the Realms of Perfection.
The colors that you wear reflect the Light that you, as the Mighty I AM
Presence, desire to shine forth, representing that Mighty I AM Presence. The
establishing of your forcefield, the cleanliness, the order, the focuses — all
are establishing a Sacred Vibration that hallows your forcefield. And when
the Heart Flame is engaged in establishing that forcefield and others walk
into it, they too will feel the Presence of God. They perceive your closeness
to God by your very surroundings. And your surroundings do not have to
be costly or expensive, nor contain all the finery of the world. They have to
carry the Vibration of God. A simple stone, if beautiful and polished, can be
a focus of the earth element and all of its steadfast Constancy afforded to you.
And you can apply this to every part of life. This is why the coming of
the Twelve Mighty Elohim is so important. It is why what the Chohans
have to teach you in the practical day-to-day life of becoming the Christ is
so necessary to your attaining the Mastery that you require so that you can
return Home in the full Freedom of the Light. And Freedom is indeed what
we are talking about.
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There is the necessity for the Sons and Daughters of God who are
incarnate to have certain freedoms restricted until there is sufficient God
Control and Wisdom to master the Light, the Power, and the Momentum
that come with the Attainments of the Light of the Christ and the Mighty
I AM Presence. But when that Attainment has been forged and won, there
is no limit to the Freedom that can be vested upon the lifestream! This is a
Freedom unknown by the outer vehicles. It is only known by the Flame upon
the Altar of the Heart when it is allowed to expand to the fullest capacity of
the Allness of God. And that unfoldment, blessed ones, will mark the day
when you recognize that the Earth is only a way station to your final destiny.
Until that day comes, forge that Attainment you must! It will not be
conferred upon you. It must be won by you alone. And to win that Freedom
requires that you begin to put on the Light of God, the Mighty I AM Presence,
in all its Glory. The Rays of God Consciousness that each of the Mighty
Elohim will speak of and convey and that all of the Ascended and Cosmic
Beings rehearse from this Altar for your benefit, will allow you to begin to
draw forth from your Mighty I AM Presence all that you require to stand
in the Fullness of the Panoply of the Christos.
Know that in choosing to participate in The Shield of Elohim and Forging
the Panoply of the Christos, you, blessed hearts, will have taken an inner vow
and commitment to the Lords of Karma to stand in the Fullness of your
own Holy Christ Presence and be responsible for all of our Light that you
will receive, putting it into wise use, increment by increment, as you are led
by your own Mighty I AM Presence through your pathway to Attainment.
The Victory of the Golden Age begins with you. You have heard this time
and again. Become the Golden Age of The One so that the Fullness of the
Golden Age for the Earth and all thereon may be realized. Not one of you
can accept any limitation in your own life and still remain true to what your
God Presence desires for you. Not one! For each of you has been chosen by
the Lords of Karma, by your Mighty I AM Presence, by the Holy Angels
that tend to your Flame upon the Altar of the Heart to be the Fullness
of all that you can be, here and now. Not next lifetime, not next year, not
tomorrow, but now!
This is why the Cosmic Councils and the Lords of Karma have drawn
forth this Dispensation of The Shield of the Twelve Mighty Elohim so that
you might have a visualization that is tangible, woven for you to feed your
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energy into, to remind you, and to keep you steadfast in your striving as you
forge your own Christhood to the Ascension in the Light and ultimately,
the Golden Age for the Earth.
This Freedom, blessed ones, is a Freedom that all will ultimately experience
when the Flame upon the Altar of their Heart is ignited into the Ascension
Current and the Oneness with God is experienced. That Freedom I hold in
my Vision and my Heart for you.
Let the Flame of God burn brightly where you are as a Pillar in The Temple.
Let the Light of God pierce through the darkness and cleanse the latent energies
that would keep each one from having the Fullness of Communion with the
Twelve Mighty Elohim. Let your vehicles of consciousness be prepared. And
let the Fullness of the Light of God come to the fore to mark this in your
consciousness, in your experience world, and in the internalization of the
Light of God that you accomplish as the mark of turning the tide that you
have long waited to experience and to move within.
Let the Golden Helicon carry you as a River of Light and Momentum
into the Heart of God!
Prepare ye for the coming Conclave and all that is for you in the Victory
in the Light!
		

I AM,

Your Loving Father
and
Great Chohan
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